Breakfast at Tiffany's Questions Part 1
1. What is the narrator reminiscing about? Describe what it is in detail!

2. What triggered the narrator's memory? Who was it from? Describe this person!

3. Why did this person call the narrator? Where does the narrator go to meet him?

4. Describe Holly Golightly as she is described here!

5. What is a "White Angel"?

6. Who is I.Y. Yunioshi? Describe who he is and where he has been!

7. What does the man give to the narrator? What is in it? Describe this in detail!

8. What story does Joe tell the narrator?

9. What impressed Yunioshi?

10. What did Yunioshi try to buy?

11. What did Yunioshi trade for the artist to share the story?

12. What 2 ways did the artist communicate with Yunioshi?

13. Describe in a lot of detail what the carving represented?

14. What 2 things do Joe and the narrator speculate about?

15. What are some of the possibilities thrown about as to what could have happened to Holly?

16. How long has Joe been wandering around hoping to see Holly?

17. What is the atmosphere like between the 2 men after Joe reveals his affection for Holly?

18. What types of feelings did Joe have toward Holly? Explain!

19. What is the weather like when the narrator goes into the bar and when he leaves the bar?

20. Where does the narrator walk to after he leaves the bar?

21. In what condition does he find it?

22. How many of his former neighbors does the narrator still recognize as living there? Name them!

23. How did the narrator first become aware of Holly?

24. Why do you think that Holly is introduced in such an indirect manner here?

25. Except for Joe, how are all the other characters' professions here in this section related?

